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Designers are wonderful.



Designers amaze me.



Designers also baffle me.



Let’s talk about Lorem Ipsum.



Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Vivamus ac dolor 
dapibus, elementum turpis eget, vehicula sem. Vestibulum lacinia 

sollicitudin bibendum. Mauris mattis justo ex, eu efficitur sem 
consectetur quis. In ac libero id augue posuere iaculis et ac risus. Praesent 

ut rutrum velit. Sed at diam enim. Phasellus aliquet turpis in tristique 
ultricies. Nam laoreet porta malesuada. Morbi efficitur felis et mattis 
iaculis. Ut tellus augue, pulvinar quis nisl eu, varius bibendum mauris.
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Or Hipster Ipsum.



Swag dreamcatcher stumptown, chambray mlkshk pickled banh mi beard. 
Sriracha lomo Bushwick beard cardigan typewriter. Normcore drinking 
vinegar hashtag disrupt dreamcatcher cray. Ethical literally direct trade 

Schlitz, distillery tofu master cleanse +1. Meditation Tumblr banh mi, wolf 
distillery leggings butcher. Lumbersexual selfies cold-pressed Carles. 
Tumblr vinyl hella, listicle roof party street art kitsch gentrify beard.
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I don’t want to see it 
in your final comp.



I want to see real content.



Designing with real content 
unifies content and 

development teams by 
providing context.



Let’s talk about perfection.



“It has to look exactly 
like the comp.”



On which device?



At what resolution?



Perfection is about control.



The web is not a sheet of paper.



Perfection is avoidance.



View perfection 
as adaptation 

through collaboration.



The web is not perfect.



Let’s talk about “the page.”



Mason Wendell: 
“We’re not building pages, 

we’re building systems.”



Design features and components 
that will become layouts.



Atomic Design
#BuzzwordBingo



patternlab.io
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Let’s talk about documentation.



A dev-ready Photoshop file without 
documentation or communication 

is open to interpretation.



Consider adding an instruction 
layer to the dev-ready comp.



Use tools and technology 
to facilitate feedback.



Curate a codex of information 
or style guide that everyone 

on the team can access.



At a minimum, talk to 
your developer.



Let’s talk about process.



This is a 
waterfall.
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Waterfall makes sense 
as a graphic.



But not an ideal model 
for collaboration.



Waterfall work processes 
can produce organizational 

silos and inefficiencies.



The muse is a luxury.



Let’s talk about design choices 
and their impact on development.





Ugggh…





What takes minutes to create 
in your visual creation tool, 
could translates to hours of 

development time.



Talk to your developer.



Build a collaborative design 
and code library for the future.



Finally, developers are not ignorant 
when it comes to design.



Developers translate design 
into functionality.



Red: 
rgb(255,0,0); 

rgba(255,0,0,1); 
#ff0000;



Developers can be trained.



Developers know when a 
design pattern or rut is 

being formed.



Questions?
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